
New German Software Solves Windows® Search Issues on Standard 
and Virtual Desktops 
 
Lookeen offers a streamlined desktop search solution for all Windows users 
 
KARLSRUHE, Germany - March 16th, 2015 - Leading European Outlook® search solution provider Lookeen 
announced the release of a new alternative to Windows Desktop Search today. The newest version of 
Lookeen is smoother and faster than ever, and expands upon Lookeen’s core competencies with desktop 
and Outlook search. The user friendly, unified interface gives instant feedback with search as you type 
returns and advanced filtering options on standard and virtual desktop clients. 
 
Windows Desktop Search made better with Lookeen 10  

The stand-alone desktop search tool is a comprehensive, easy to use search solution for all Windows 
users. With faster indexing, faster search returns, and brand new preview, filter and editing features, 
Lookeen enables users to quickly and effectively manage critical data for more productive and better 
informed work.  
 
For the first time ever, Lookeen enables users to edit documents right from within their desktop search 
tool. The improved preview feature not only provides users with a full fidelity preview of all document 
types, but also allows text files like Microsoft Word and Excel to be edited and saved from within 
Lookeen. 
 
Enterprise solutions are made easy with connection to the separately available Lookeen Server, roll out 
following the Active Directory and continued support of multiple virtual desktop solutions. 
 
Keeping the core users in mind 

With a legacy of excellence in Outlook search in mind, the updates to Lookeen have focused on 
improving the already strong desktop search tool, while remaining true to its roots.  
“Lookeen as a stand-alone desktop solution is a natural progression for us. Lookeen was built from the 
ground up with our end users in mind and with their feedback guiding development. We’ve built many 
features into Lookeen 10 that were beloved features of other, now defunct, desktop search tools, simply 
because potential customers told us that they miss them. We figured out that if you give the customer 
what they want, they will be your best cheerleaders. We’ve done that with Lookeen 10.” Martin Welker, 
CEO at Axonic Informationssysteme GmbH. 
 
Features: 

- Compatible with Windows 10, 8, 7 and Vista  
- Citrix, VMware, and Terminal Server compatible 
- Optional add-in to Microsoft Outlook 2013, 2010, 2007 or 2003 
- Unified search of local, network or Exchange Server data 
- Multiple file types supported 
- Edit and save changes in full fidelity preview 
- Advanced search queries using filters, wildcards, Boolean and proximity search 
- Enterprise-wide solution available with connection to Lookeen Server 
- Follows group directives for simplified roll out  



Lookeen is used by professionals in over 25,000 companies across more than 100 countries. A full version 

can be tested for free for a 2 week period. Download Lookeen for Windows at www.lookeen.com. 

Volume discounts available for business and enterprise solutions. 

### 

About Axonic 

Axonic is focused on information, communication and recognition technologies. The company is 
headquartered in Karlsruhe and was founded in 2003 by Martin Welker. For the last few years, Axonic 
has focused research and development in the field of "communication intelligence" - the targeted 
analysis, representation and simplification of communication. 
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